Study in Spain!

In Summer 2016, you can spend three weeks (June 12 – July 4) in Valencia, a beautiful, historic, and cosmopolitan city on the Mediterranean Sea.

The program includes:

* 6 credit hours (2 classes) in Spanish
* guided walks all over Valencia
* room and board with local families in Mislata
* all meals (with host family or with group)
* all group transportation AND airfare to Spain
* day trips to ancient Roman ruins, a 1000-yr. old castle, a winery, museums

Estimated cost: $4686

(Includes ALL meals, ALL transportation, ALL costs associated with this program. Students are responsible for purchasing their own airfare, but that cost is factored in this estimate.)

Comments from participants in previous programs:

• “This trip was one of the most exciting trips I have ever been on. I did not know that it was possible to have so much fun and learn all at the same time. I honestly can’t say really anything negative about this trip. I would definitely go again and I would recommend it to everyone.”

• “I thought the whole trip was amazing!”

• “Study abroad in Valencia, Spain helped me to grow and learn academically, spiritually, and socially. We experienced the culture through learning about it in our classes and then going into the city and see the culture come to life.”

Contact Dr. Alberto Centeno-Pulido (acentenopulido@wcu.edu) or Dr. Lori Oxford (lfoxord@wcu.edu) for details.

It is highly recommended (practically mandatory) that students complete SPAN 232 or 240 before participating in this program. WCU reserves the right to cancel or alter the course format or to change costs in case of conditions beyond its control.

Apply today! Only 10 spaces available!

In 3 weeks, you can earn 6 hrs towards your minor/major!